Don Atchley from Grandville, Oklahoma left Lake Fork a very happy fisherman after winning the 27th Annual Sealy Outdoors Big Bass Splash with this hawg that weighed 10.61-lbs. Don took home with him a 2013 Legend Alpha 199 powered by Mercury, equipped with MinnKota, Lowrance, Navionics, Power-Pole, HydroWave, Healthy Battery and Tournament Saver Pro, a Dodge Ram Truck, and $7,000.

Kim Naquin, from Houma, Louisiana won 2nd Place with this hawg weighing 10.51-lbs. taking home with him a 2013 Triton 19XS, powered by Mercury, with MinnKota and Lowrance, a Dodge Ram Truck and $2000.

Daniel Sevilla from Anthony, New Mexico won 3rd Place with this hawg weighing 10.11-lbs. taking home with him a 2013 Legend Alpha 199 powered by Mercury, MinnKota, and Lowrance and $1,000. 

8th Annual Big Bass Tournament on Lake Fork
October 19th & 20th

By Don Hampton

For you anglers that are not only big fans of fishing Lake Fork but also love doing it with Berkley and Sebile baits, here is the time you have been waiting for. The 8th Annual Berkley Big Bass Tournament on Lake Fork hosted by Bass Champs October 19th and 20th will be at Lake Fork Marina just off Highway 17N. Registration times will be Friday October 18th from 12 to 8 P.M. and on October 19th and 20th from 4:30 A.M. to 7 A.M. at tournament headquarters. Entry fee for one day is $120 or $170 for both days.

OFFICIAL 2013 BERKLEY BIG BASS TOURNAMENT RULES
The following rules are for the 2013 Berkley Big Bass Tournament on Lake Fork. October 19th & 20th, 2013. Special Rules:
• All contestants must use Berkley and/or Sebile baits EXCLUSIVELY during this event. Sebile hard baits are part of the program for 2013.

Toyota ShareLunker Season 28 Is Now Here

Texas Parks and Wild-life Department will begin accepting entries into the Toyota ShareLunker program October 1, 2013.

Anyone legally catching a 13-pound or bigger largemouth bass from Texas waters, public or private, between October 1 and April 30 may submit the fish to the Toyota ShareLunker program by calling program manager at (903) 681-0550 or paging him at (888) 784-0600 and leaving a phone number including area code. Fish will be picked up by TPWD personnel within 12 hours.

Toyota became the program sponsor effective September 2009. The current season marks the 28th year of the program. To date 471 fish have been entered into the program. Those fish have come from 57 different public reservoirs and more than a dozen private lakes.

ShareLunker entries are used in a selective breeding program at the Texas Freshwater Fisheries Center (TFFC) in Athens. Some of the

(See Toyota ShareLunker...Continued on Page 7-A)
“Bubba’s bad habit”
By Don Hampton

Bubba has a bad habit and Bubbette has informed him that if he doesn’t change it he’ll be sleeping in the doghouse! Since the only dog Bubba and Bubbette have, stays in the house, he doesn’t seem overly concerned. This attitude may have him sleeping in the boathouse!

Anyone that knows Bubba, is well aware of how much he loves to fish! He doesn’t hunt, play golf, or watch sports on the television, (except J.P. DeRose, Dave Mercer, Bill Dance, and other fishing programs like B.A.S.S. and FLW) because that is time he could be fishing. Most of the time he doesn’t do his chores when he is supposed to because as he puts it, “I heard a bass calling me!” This Bubbette understands enough to put up with, because she knows Bubba will eventually get them done. Besides, when he does get around to doing them, he does them real fast and in a hurry. Do you wonder why?

When Bubba is fishing though, he likes to be as comfortable as possible and have all the conveniences that make it so. This brings us to the “Bad Habit” that Bubbette is putting her foot down to stop. Everything is winding up in Bubba’s boat!

The little things he puts in his boat like all the sunscreen and mosquito repellent, she doesn’t mind so much. She will wait before going outside and mowing the lawn till Bubba gets back from fishing. That way maybe he’ll do it!

What is really aggravating her is that all of her stuff is becoming Bubba’s boat stuff.

For example, there are not enough Tupperware parties for her to go to in order to keep Bubba supplied. When she comes in with new plastic containers, Bubba examines them closely to see if perhaps they would be good to store tackle or fishing items in and where in the boat they would conveniently fit.

Bubbette has even resorted to hiding the zip lock baggies from Bubba. Everytime she went to the pantry to get a baggy for leftovers or for sandwichs, there would be an empty box. When confronted Bubba’s excuse was, “Well Sugdumplin, they keep my plastic baits fresher and I can add more salt!”

Well it hits the fan then! First he gets the lecture about leaving the empty box in the pantry and not adding it to her grocery list. Then he has to set through the chewing out of how now there is no salt in the house. Bubba made a mistake of trying to make a joke of it by saying, “Well you buy sea salt, so it is really your fault when you see the salt disappear!” Sometimes Bubba doesn’t know when to leave well enough alone!

What really put Bubbette over the edge and to leave well enough alone!

What really put Bubbette over the edge and to leave well enough alone!

Bubbette had bought a serving set that included a new smart thermos. Bubba put all of her plastic containers he needs to hold his stuff and a thermal pitcher for serving either hot or cold beverages. She knew she was going to have friends over during the tournament, and this would be nice for serving coffee on the verandah. What she didn’t remember was not to tell Bubba how smart this item was. This item was so smart it knew to keep hot items hot and cold items cold. Bubbette’s company showed up about 8:00 A.M. the first morning of the tournament and guess what Bubba was pouring his hot coffee out of while sitting at the weight-in taking pictures of the big bass coming in.

If all of this wasn’t enough, Bubba had to go and step in it one more time! Bubbette wanted to give Bubba her CD player to put in his truck so he could listen to his “Fishtunes” CD and practice on his karaoke singing, (and he does need practicing) when he was riding in his truck. This was a really nice and sincere gesture on Bubbette’s part.

What is Bubba’s first remark on this kind gesture? Bubba excitedly said, “Oh, that will be great to put in my boat!” Needless to say Bubbette still has her CD player. So what does Bubba do? He goes and buys a new truck with a CD player and everything under the sun in it. I think he even stopped at Walmart on the way back and got a CD player for his boat.

Bubbette has made mention on several occasions, if there is ever a national catastrophe they could live in Bubba’s boat. He has everything in it from fishing tackle, instant coffee, Vienna sausages, to smoked oysters and crackers, not to mention all the plastic containers he needs to hold his stuff and a new smart thermos.

She finally got Bubba to promise to quit taking her stuff to his boat. Bubbette simply reminded him of one item of her stuff that he had not put in his boat. A rolling pin! Bubba is smart enough to know what that can be used for! Even though he may not have use for a rolling pin in his boat, knowing him that may just come up missing too!
tight wiggling crawfish baits. With bass keying on shad, try the Chartreuse Shad color in stained water, while clearer or chrome schemes like American Shad and Ghost Chartreuse Shad work better in clear water. When fishing deeper, the traditional crawfish colors work well too.

Until the water gets into the 50s, I like to fish my crankbaits fast, with an erratic stop-and-go retrieve. Better yet, make your crankbait collide and deflect off of as many stumps, rocks, and/or dock posts as you can during each retrieve. When fishing grass, rip your bait free of the weeds with a sharp snap of your rod just as the lure starts to foul and you'll generate a lot of strikes.

I like to fish my shallow and medium cranks on fiberglass rods with monofilament line. I use the Dobyns Champion 704CB Glass and 705CB Glass rod models, with the 7' medium 704 working for the lighter cranks and the medium heavy power 705 for the bigger baits. While a graphite butt section keeps these rods lighter and more sensitive than normal cranking sticks, the full fiber glass upper of the rod allows bass to take hooks deeply and then keeps them on during the fight. Fluorocarbon gives better feel of the bait but feel isn't a major concern with cranks and I can cast lures so much farther with easy handling mono, especially the small light baits. 8 to 14 lb test lets baits get deep and also gives lures more action (especially smaller baits like the SKT Minis), while 17 and 20 lb test keep cranks up over the grass and pulls big fish out of the wood without sacrificing action on wide wobbling baits like the 1.5 and 2.5 size cranks.

"Seasons greetings" to all of you crankbait fans because fall truly is "the most wonderful time of the year" for shallow cranking. If I can be of assistance, drop me a line at tom@lakeforkguidetrips.com or check out my website www.LakeForkGuideTrips.com for more info.

Tom Redington is a FLW Tour pro, host of TV's "Big Bass Battle" & a bass guide on Lake Fork. To make the most of your experience in the outdoors, he recommends the Boy Scouts of America, Lake Fork Trophy Lures, Dobyns Rods, Ranger Boats, Mercury Outboards, Diamond Sports Marine, Lucky Craft, Costa Sunglasses, Lowrance, & Power Pole.
Steve's Custom Props
Now At Our New Location: 714 S. Main, Quitman, Texas 75783
903-763-0200

17 Years Experience
Custom Prop Work • Repairs To All Props • Prop Hardware • • New & Used Props
Mercury * Power Tech * Turbo
* ET Cut Choppers
Quicksilver * Michigan & Solas Aluminum
Repair Done On All Makes & Models Of Props Website: www.stevescustomprops.com

Service Center & Dealer
Sales and Service
New & Used • Trolling Motors • Parts & Accessories
903-763-0200 email: donna@stevescustomprops.com
New Owners: Steve & Donna Glenn
714 S. Main
Quitman, Texas 75783
903-763-5225

Hydro Dynamics manufactures outboard jack plates including:
Rapid Jack and Rapid Jack Magnum, E-Z Lift, extension jack plates,
static jack plates, setback jack plates, as well as, accessories.
A World of Excellence! - Quality You Can Trust!
Standard • Custom • Powder Coat
Commercial or Individual Sales

Extension Plates
Hours:
Monday 8 am to 4 pm
Tuesday thru Friday
8 am to 5 pm
Saturday
8 am to Noon
Closed Sunday

6" Rapid Jack
Rapid Jack System
Static Plates
Set Back Plates
Made In USA
27th Annual Sealy Outdoors Big Bass Splash on Lake Fork
By Don Hampton

What is a little rain to anglers when they are fishing in a tournament with a guaranteed pay-out of $500,000 in cash and prizes? Anglers had to deal with a lot of rain on the first day of the 27th Annual Sealy Outdoors Big Bass Splash Tournament held on Lake Fork September 20, 21, 22, 2013, but they couldn’t have asked for better weather on the following two days of the tournament and the bass cooperated loving the influx of new water and cooler temperatures.

With the amount of cash and prizes Sealy Outdoors guarantees anglers in each tournament creates quite a draw of amateur anglers. This year was no different with 2,580 anglers representing 24 states that came to try their luck at winning a portion of the cash and prizes. Anglers came from as far away as North Carolina, Mississippi, and New Mexico to fish this great tournament on this tremendous reservoir.

With twelve places paid per hour, 8 paid hours per day for the three days with cash prizes ranging from $1,000 for the heaviest bass caught in the hour to $225 for the twelfth heaviest bass of each hour, in addition to the bonus card hours and the t-shirt hours, this is one of the few amateur tournaments that anglers can win like the pros.

(See 27th Annual Sealy...Continued on Page 9-A)

Theodore Avlos from Dyer, Arkansas won 4th Place and $8,000 cash for this 9.45-lb. beauty he brought to the scales.

Mark A. Trull from Kennedy, Alabama won 5th Place and $6,000 cash for this 9.45-lb. beauty he brought to the scales.

Billy Gatwood from Hattiesburg, MS., timed it perfect to win big. He won the hour for $1,000, had a T-Shirt for $1,000 bonus and as a Legend Advantage Member won an extra $1,000 from Legend Boats.

Great Lodging Accommodations at Texas' #1 Bass Fishing Lake

14 Cabins & Bunkhouse

Small Refrigerator • Microwave • Coffee Pot • Alarm Clock • Two Double Beds • Covered Boat Parking • Guide Services Available • "Make Your Reservations Today"

Now Accepting Leases * Annual RV Spaces

Amenities To Include Water, Sewage, & 14' x 30' Boat Storage Unit

Located on 515 Between Hwy 154 & Hwy 17

Website: www.scenic515cabins.com • Email: scenic515cabins@peoplescom.net
October Bassin on the Fork

By John Tanner

This time of year is one of my favorites as the fish really hit the fall feeding mode. As the bass are feeding up getting ready for the colder months, they will be hanging tight to the many schools of bait fish we are so blessed to have here on Lake Fork. The forage base here is tremendous in size. With all of the food available for the fish and the tons of cover here on Lake Fork, no wonder she produces so many big bass year after year.

One thing I really like about October is that you can catch some of the true giants that live here. One Halloween a few years back I took the Dailey brothers fishing and had a huge 5 fish stringer. We had three over 10 pounds that day along with a few others under. The Daileys were really happy to find them, the Carolina rigged Berkley Havoc bot swim baits and Havoc Grass Pigs rigged on swim baits and Havoc Hollow Belly grub for a trailer. The Mustad Mega Wide Gap hooks for more hook-ups with all of your soft plastics.

During the day, especially later in the month, the bass will be hanging tight to the many schools of bait fish we are so blessed to have here on Lake Fork so come on down and get in on the action. October is a great month to fish Lake Fork so come on down and get in on the action. Thank you for reading this article and I hope it helps you catch more and bigger fish this fall. Lake Fork is an amazing place and a true gift.
8th Annual Berkley Tournament  (continued from Page 1-A)

- Spinner bait frames, jig heads, buzz bait frames, etc. may be used only when broken down to terminal tackle where ALL skirts and plastics have been removed and replaced with ONLY BERKLEY PRODUCTS.
- All terminal tackle must include a “functional” full length Berkley skirt and/or Berkley soft plastic.
- Non-Berkley skirts and soft plastic trailers are NOT permitted.

To protect the integrity of Bass Champs and our anglers, all winners will be subject to a polygraph exam before the prizes are distributed at the event. Contestants must pass the polygraph exam at the tournament site to receive prize money and awards for the event. The tournament Director reserves the right to waive any violation of these rules that are disclosed to him before the polygraph exam, in his sole and absolute discretion.

1. Rules: Decisions of the Tournament Director are final and are not subject to appeal. Interpretation of these rules will be left exclusively to the Tournament Director in his sole and absolute discretion. Each competitor agrees to report any rule violation to the Tournament Director immediately upon discovery of the violation. The violation of a tournament rule may result in weight loss, the loss of weight up to a specific time during the tournament day, total loss of weight for that particular day, the ineligibility to participate in future Bass Champs events, or any other penalty deemed appropriate by the Tournament Director in his sole discretion. Tests must be made in writing within 10 minutes of the official closing of the scales at each tournament day.

2. Participation and Eligibility:

- Any person entering a Bass Champs Tournament under the age of 18 years must also have the signature of their parent or legal guardian.

(See 8th Annual.... Continued on Page 13-A)
LATE SUMMER CRAPPIE & BREAM

By Terri Moon

Well I hope all of you can stand this heat just a little longer. It won’t be much longer before the famous “Fork Fall Fishing.” You’re missing out on some great memories if you’ve never experienced this! It’s such an awesome fishery, especially this time of year. I call it “Trophy Time” – and this includes all species.

Last year we had our first cold front in September also. That’s when the fishing got “HOT”!

Right now the bridges are producing a lot of smaller crappie, but the bigger ones are coming in at night (especially during the dark of the moon).

The larger crappie are moving out to deeper cover. Always check submerged brush, sunken islands or humps. But during the heat of the day they tend to suspend in deep water away from the cover. So use that depth finder. It’s my most valuable tool for a successful trip. The other day I had to fish without my Lowrance HDS-12. I could not believe how much I depend on it!

Once you pinpoint the depth of schools, target these depths. Right now I’m finding 15 to 18 feet has been the most successful, but this can be in anywhere between 15 to 24 feet of water. Once you graph these fish, if need be, throw out a buoy marker, then troll or drift fish through these areas. Just make sure to keep your bait at the depth of activity. A jig or jig and minnow combination works good for this. Please keep in mind, if what you are doing is not working, don’t keep doing it! Try different depths and areas till you find active fish.

As far as jig color choices, pay attention to light levels. On bright days I’m using lighter colors – Bubble Gum (pink w/blue tail) or Dr. Ginger or Dr. Hyde (cinnamon w/blue or chartreuse tail). On cloudy or darker days I’m using Earl (dark brown w/blue tail) or Pretty Boy (dark blue w/chartreuse tail).

Now about those bream. What a fun month for these. I really want to thank all of those moms, dads, grandmothers and granddads who took the time to bring their kids or grandkids for a memorable day of fishing! I’ve enjoyed them all and I’m amazed at how quick these kids learn to master the use of ultralite spinning gear. I think quality equipment makes learning easier. Thank you “Shimano”!

We’ve been finding our bream between 3 to 7 feet of water around the stumps on the edges of the coves. A split shot and a hook with a cricket either tight lined or under a slip bobber set just off the bottom has made for some fun fishing. Some of these bream are still full of eggs, so expect them to be moving shallow through the next full moon.

For those of you who are catfish fans, you need to get out there. It’s prime time! They have been hitting our crickets. Talk about fun bringing them in on our ultralight equipment.

Now’s the time to start making your fall fishing plans. You won’t want to miss it! Hope to see you on the water!
With the slot on Lake Fork being 16” to 24”, no contestant could bring a fish over 16” in length nor less than 24” in length to the weigh-in. This opens the door for anglers to win top place money and prizes for bass in the 1.5 to 2-pound range. If an angler is lucky enough to catch the first exact weight bass of 2.5-pounds of each day, that angler would win the hourly prize money plus $5,000. No exact weights of 2.5-pounds were caught during the course of the tournament. As in all of Sealy Outdoors Tournaments, all cash and prizes are guaranteed so those checks were given away in a drawing from all entries in the tournament. Taking home unexpected surprise drawing checks of $5,000 were Mark Parker, McAlester, Oklahoma, Jarrod Hernandez, Dallas, Texas and Tyler Fonseca, Killeen, Texas. One of the other goals anglers have in mind when they come to Lake Fork is to catch the heaviest bass under the slot. This year’s lucky angler was Robert Waltermeyer from Moreauville, Louisiana and he took home an extra check for $2,500 along with the 1st place in the hour for $1,000.

During the course of the tournament 29 bass exceeded the upper range of the slot of 24”.

Winning 1st Place overall in the tournament was Don Atchley from Grandfield, Oklahoma with his bass that weighed 10.61-lbs. Don weighed his bass in on Sunday during the 8 to 9 o’clock hour. For his great catch he won $1,000 hourly cash, a 2013 Dodge Ram Truck plus a 2013 Legend Alphsa 199 bass boat powered by Mercury, equipped with Minn Kota, Lowrance, Navionics and Power Pole, HydraWave, Healthy Battery and Tournament Saver Pro, plus $7,000 in cash. Winning 2nd Place was Kim Naquin from Houma, Louisiana with a bass weighing 10.51-pounds he caught on Saturday and weighed in during the 1 to 2 o’clock hour. For his catch he won $1,000 hourly cash, a 2013 Dodge Ram truck plus a 2013 Triton 19XS bass boat powered by Mercury, equipped with Minn Kota and Lowrance plus $2,000 cash. Daniel Sevilla from Anthony, New Mexico won 3rd Place with a catch of 10.11-pounds that he caught on Friday and weighed in during the 9 to 10 o’clock hour. For his great catch he won $1,000 hourly cash, a bass boat powered by Mercury, equipped with Minn Kota, Lowrance, Navionics and Power Pole, HydraWave, Healthy Battery and Tournament Saver Pro, plus $7,000 in cash. Winning 2nd Place overall in the tournament was Robert Waltermeyer from Moreauville, Louisiana and he took home an extra check for $2,500 along with the 1st place in the hour for $1,000.

Winning 1st Place overall in the tournament was Don Atchley from Grandfield, Oklahoma with his bass that weighed 10.61-lbs. Don weighed his bass in on Sunday during the 8 to 9 o’clock hour. For his great catch he won $1,000 hourly cash, a 2013 Dodge Ram Truck plus a 2013 Legend Alphsa 199 bass boat powered by Mercury, equipped with Minn Kota, Lowrance, Navionics and Power Pole, HydraWave, Healthy Battery and Tournament Saver Pro, plus $7,000 in cash. Winning 2nd Place was Kim Naquin from Houma, Louisiana with a bass weighing 10.51-pounds he caught on Saturday and weighed in during the 1 to 2 o’clock hour. For his catch he won $1,000 hourly cash, a 2013 Dodge Ram truck plus a 2013 Triton 19XS bass boat powered by Mercury, equipped with Minn Kota and Lowrance plus $2,000 cash. Daniel Sevilla from Anthony, New Mexico won 3rd Place with a catch of 10.11-pounds that he caught on Friday and weighed in during the 9 to 10 o’clock hour. For his great catch he won $1,000 hourly cash, a bass boat powered by Mercury, equipped with Minn Kota, Lowrance, Navionics and Power Pole, HydraWave, Healthy Battery and Tournament Saver Pro, plus $7,000 in cash. Winning 2nd Place overall in the tournament was Robert Waltermeyer from Moreauville, Louisiana and he took home an extra check for $2,500 along with the 1st place in the hour for $1,000.

(Continued from 8th Annual Sealy....Continued on Page 15-A)
Toyota ShareLunker Season 28 Is Now Here

(Continued from Page 1-A)
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Toyota ShareLunker Season 28 Is Now Here

At Our New Location Between Brookshires & McDonald's

WE’LL HELP YOU FIND THE RIGHT CUT
OF OUR FRESHEST MEATS!”

Boneless Beef Tenderloin
Ribeye or T-Bone Steaks
Lean Ground Round
Boneless Pork Loin Roast
Boneless Pork Chops
St. Louis Ribs
Boneless Chicken Breast
Deli Meats & Cheese

At Our New Location Between Brookshires & McDonald’s

Custom Smoking For The Holidays
Deer Processing (Seasonal)
Now Making Summer Sausage, Beef Sticks, and
Smoked Sausage • E.E. Wilson Syrup • Honey • Ribbon
Cane • Sorgham • Moonshine Syrup
Old Fashion Candy In All Shapes & Flavors

A Fresh Selection Just For You!

Hours: Tues. thru Fri. 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Sat. ~ 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. Closed Monday

Bonnie and Tyler, Texas, James Eddie Lawler, Elkhart, & Cheese

845 CR 1987

www.hideawayharbor.com
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY nights in OCTOBER and HALLOWEEN night!
Located off Hwy 154 ONE MILE SOUTH OF FM 515 on LAKE FORK RESERVOIR in YANTIS, TX., FOLLOW the TERROR TRAILS signs
For information 903-383-7500 or www.terrortrails.com

 Unlike any other outdoor Halloween event you have ever attended. Digitally controlled sound and light haunt over a 1/2 mile foot trail. Extreme props and high-tech mastery are unmatched.

& House of Terror, for the most extreme props! Walk the haunted hallways for a thrill you will not soon forget! Can you make it to the last door?

(A portion of the proceeds to benefit Lake Fork Yantis Lions Club)

NEW! Transylvania Pizza Lab!! Wood Burning Brick Pizza Oven Serving Pizza So Good.... It’s Scary!!!

“Stop by and let’s talk about making that ‘Dream Home’ a reality!”
References • 20 Years Experience
Cell 903-348-7344
Email: doddbuilding@gmail.com
Great Dependable All Around Transportation. Automatic stick shift, power brakes & steering, leather interior, electric and heated seats, electric windows with tint shields, tow package, New Michelin Tires. Well maintained & Serviced. Asking $8,000 O.B.O. Call Don at 903-383-7748 or 903-360-6994

8th Annual Berkley Tournament

Bass Champs Tournaments are open to all anglers except professional anglers. A professional angler is defined as:

- Any angler that has entered more than one bass tournament that required an entry fee greater than $2,500 in the immediately preceding six months prior to the date of the Bass Champs Tournament being entered.
- Any angler that has guided for Bass (as defined in Rule 14 below) on tournament waters within 30 days of the official event for any method of compensation.

All Contestants must have a valid Texas fishing license.

3. Off-Limit Period:
Contestants may not be on Lake Fork Reservoir for the purpose of fishing between:
- 8:00pm Friday, October 18th, 2013 thru 6:30am Saturday, October 19th, 2013.
- 8:00pm Saturday, October 19th, 2013 thru 6:30am Sunday, October 20th, 2013.

Fishing Times: Competitors may launch from any ramp on Lake Fork. Fishing will begin at 6:30am on competition days. The official start time will be broadcast by KMOO 99.9 radio. The scales will open the top ½ of every hour beginning at 8:00am. Scales are closed the bottom ½ of each hour. The final weigh-in will begin at 2:00pm and end at 2:30pm each competition day.

5. Registration Times:
Each contestant must register in person at Lake Fork Marina during the official registration hours: 12:00pm-8:00pm Friday October 18th or each tournament morning beginning at 4:30am. A completed and signed entry form must be received before the start of competition.

6. Safety:
Safe boating must be observed at all times. Each contestant is required to wear a fastened (fully zipped and/or all clips fastened), U.S. Coast Guard approved, personal flotation device anytime the combustion engine is in operation during official tournament hours. All boats must be equipped with an emergency ignition shut-off device, which must be securely attached to the driver's body any time the combustion engine is in operation. The driver must be seated in the driver's seat anytime the combustion engine is engaged in gear. Tournament day may be shortened or canceled due to unsafe weather or any conditions that would endanger the safety of the competitors at the Tournament Director's sole and absolute discretion. Competitors are allowed to leave the boat and seek shelter in bad weather, at which time no fishing may occur.

7. Permitted Fishing Methods:
Only artificial lures may be used. Only one fishing rod per angler may be used at any one time. Additional rods may be in the boat and ready for use; however, each cast and retrieve must be completed before another cast is attempted or rod is used. Troll fishing with the combustion engine is engaged in gear.

(Continued from Page 7-A)
2006 F-150 King Ranch Edition
Great Dependable All Around Transportation. Automatic stick shift, power brakes & steering, leather interior, electric and heated seats, electric windows with tint shields, tow package, New Michelin Tires. Well maintained & Serviced.
Asking $8,000 O.B.O.
Call Don at 903-383-7748 or 903-360-6994

For Sale By Owner

8th Annual Berkley Tournament
Bass Champs Tournaments are open to all anglers except professional anglers. A professional angler is defined as:
Any angler that has entered more than one bass tournament that required an entry fee greater than $2,500 in the immediately preceding six months prior to the date of the Bass Champs Tournament being entered.
Any angler that has guided for Bass (as defined in Rule 14 below) on tournament waters within 30 days of the official event for any method of compensation.
All Contestants must have a valid Texas fishing license.

3. Off-Limit Period: Contestants may not be on Lake Fork Reservoir for the purpose of fishing between: 8:00pm Friday, October 18th, 2013 thru 6:30am Saturday, October 19th, 2013.
8:00pm Saturday, October 19th, 2013 thru 6:30am Sunday, October 20th, 2013.

Fishing Times: Competitors may launch from any ramp on Lake Fork. Fishing will begin at 6:30am on competition days. The official start time will be broadcast by KMOO 99.9 radio. The scales will open the top ½ of every hour beginning at 8:00am. Scales are closed the bottom ½ of each hour. The final weigh-in will begin at 2:00pm and end at 2:30pm each competition day.

5. Registration Times: Each contestant must register in person at Lake Fork Marina during the official registration hours: 12:00pm - 8:00pm Friday October 18th or each tournament morning beginning at 4:30am. A completed and signed entry form must be received before the start of competition.

6. Safety: Safe boating must be observed at all times. Each contestant is required to wear a fastened (fully zipped and/or all clips fastened), U.S. Coast Guard approved, personal flotation device anytime the combustion engine is in operation during official tournament hours. All boats must be equipped with an emergency ignition shut-off device, which must be securely attached to the driver’s body anytime the combustion engine is in operation. The driver must be seated in the driver’s seat anytime the combustion engine is engaged in gear. Tournament day may be shortened or canceled due to unsafe weather or any conditions that would endanger the safety of the competitors at the Tournament Director's sole and absolute discretion. Competitors are allowed to leave the boat and seek shelter in bad weather, at which time no fishing may occur.

7. Permitted Fishing Methods: Only artificial lures may be used. Only one fishing rod per angler may be used at any one time. Additional rods may be in the boat and ready for use; however, each cast and retrieve must be completed before another cast is attempted or rod is used. Trolling with the combustion engine must be observed at all times. Each competitor is required to wear a fastened (fully zipped and/or all clips fastened), U.S. Coast Guard approved, personal flotation device anytime the combustion engine is in operation during official tournament hours. All boats must be equipped with an emergency ignition shut-off device, which must be securely attached to the driver’s body anytime the combustion engine is in operation. The driver must be seated in the driver’s seat anytime the combustion engine is engaged in gear. Tournament day may be shortened or canceled due to unsafe weather or any conditions that would endanger the safety of the competitors at the Tournament Director's sole and absolute discretion. Competitors are allowed to leave the boat and seek shelter in bad weather, at which time no fishing may occur.

(Continued on Page 14-A)
8th Annual Berkley Tournament (Continued from Page 13-A)

ation engine as a method of fishing is prohibited. All bass must be caught alive, in a conventional, sporting manner. All angling must be conducted from the boat. At no time may a contestant leave the boat to land a fish, or to make the boat more accessible to fishing waters. Bank fishing is not permissible.

8. Sportsmanship and Conduct: All contestants are required to follow high standards of sportsmanship, courtesy, safety and conservation. Examples of conduct not complying with those standards include, but are not limited to, the following:
- Consumption and/or possession of alcoholic beverages or any mind-altering substance during tournament hours extending through the weigh-in procedure;
- Any previous conviction, charge, arrest, or investigation for a felony, a crime involving moral turpitude, or a crime related to, arising out of, or involving any fishing tournament or event, except with full, prior written disclosure to the Tournament Director under oath and by affidavit of all facts and circumstances surrounding such conviction, charge, arrest, or investigation at least ten (10) days before the Bass Champs event being entered, and thereafter subject to the Tournament Director’s sole and absolute discretion that such conviction, charge, arrest, or investigation does not result in the Contestant’s honesty, integrity, character or qualifications to enter the event being unreasonably questionable.

(See 8th Annual Berkley....Continued on Page 16-A)
Big Bass Splash on Lake Fork (Continued from Page 9-A)

Isabella Stroman won a $100 Academy gift card in the Little Angler’s Division when she weighed in this 4.56-lb. channel catfish.

The slot on Lake Fork is 16” to 24”. Any bass between those numbers is illegal to bring to the scales or keep. More than a few anglers were given a lesson to remember on how to measure their fish.

27th Annual Sealy Outdoors

o’clock hour. Daniel won $1,000 in hourly cash and a 2013 Legend Alpha 199 bass boat powered by Mercury, equipped with Minn Kota and Lowrance and $1,000 cash. 4th Place with a weight of 9.45-pounds was Theodore Avlos from Dyer, Arkansas. Theodore caught his bass on Saturday and weighed in during the 8 to 9 o’clock hour. For his catch he won $1,000 for 1st in the hour and an additional $8,000 for 4th overall. Mark A. Trull from Kennedy, Alabama caught the fifth heaviest bass overall in the tournament weighing 9.33-lbs. Mark weighed his fish in on Sunday during the 8 to 9 o’clock hour and took home with him $1,000 in hourly cash and a check for $6,000.

Paul House from Russellville, Arkansas won the elimination drawing and had the pleasure of figuring out how he was going to get his new 2013 Triton 18XS boat powered by Mercury, equipped with Minn Kota and Lowrance home with him.

Sealy Outdoors also has an Early Bird Entry incentive. For all contestants that entered early on any of the Sealy Outdoors tournaments, their name would be put in for a drawing with the lucky winner receiving a $200 gift card to Academy. The lucky winners of these were Jeremy Garner, Tyler, Texas, James Eddie Lawler, Elkhart, Texas, Nick Hollis, Clyde, Texas, Dale Drewery, Nacogdoches, Texas, and Noella McLaurin, from Vivian, Louisiana.

You do not have to be an angler to be a winner in Sealy Outdoors Big Bass Splash Tournament. You could just be a spectator. At the end of the tournament in a drawing among all contestants and spectators, a lucky spectator took home $2,500 in cash. This year’s lucky winner was Matt Doucet, from Rayne, Louisiana.

Anglers should mark their calendars now for the 28th Annual Sealy Outdoors Big Bass Splash on Lake Fork, September 19, 20, 21, 2014. Hope to see you there and always “Fish Friendly”!
8th Annual Berkley Tournament  
(Continued from Page 14-A)

Actions or words which reflect unfavorably upon efforts to promote safety, sportsmanship, and fair competition;

Chemical substance abuse or addiction.

Disqualification from Bass Champs tournaments or other fishing organizations that resulted from unexplained rule violations that result in a contestant’s honesty, integrity, character, and qualifications for entry into a Bass Champs event being questionable in the Tournament Director’s sole and absolute discretion.

Upon review of the circumstances by tournament director, Bass Champs, Inc., and the Tournament Director shall have the right to refuse any application, or to deny a confirmed application, by returning the entry fee of a previously accepted application, or disqualifying a contestant. Bass Champs reserves the right to place an official ob

9. Assistance: During hours of competition, contestants may not receive fishing information from non-competitors or participate in the practice of “hole sitting.” The use of mobile communication devices such as cellular phones, marine radios, walkie-talkies, CBs, etc., to communicate fishing information during tournament hours is strictly prohibited. In the event of an emergency call “911” first and then contact tournament officials at 817-439-3274.

10. Boat and Horsepower Regulation: Each boat must have all required U.S. Coast Guard safety equipment. Boats must contain a properly aerated live well space to maintain alive a limit catch of bass. Maximum horsepower for all outboards used in tournament competition may not exceed the horsepower limitations as set by the U. S. Coast Guard in such vessel. Falsifying information on entry forms or altering the horsepower numbers on the motor or rating plate to conceal such limitations will be cause for disqualification from the tournament.

11. Permitted Fishing Locations: Contestants may fish anywhere on tournament waters accessible by boat, except areas designated as “off limits” or “no fishing” by state or federal officials, or within 50 yards of a competitor’s boat which was first anchored (an anchored boat is a boat held in a stable position by a line attached to a weight with the trolling motor in the up position), or within 25 yards of a non-anchored competitor’s boat unless otherwise agreed upon by the other tournament angler. The act of moving bass from one area of the lake to another confined area of the same lake at any time, whether or not during official practice days or competition days, is not permitted.

12. # Of contestants in competition hours.

J & M Guide Service  
Lake Fork, TX

Richards' Stump Grinding
Stump Removal Below Surface
Residential and Farm ~ Large or Small Jobs

Free Estimates
(903) 629-7765 Winnsboro, Texas
Cellular 903-629-5231
David Richards

JORDANS COFFEE CREEK MARINA  
LAKE FORK, TEXAS

903-383-3408  
Water Front  
RV Sites and Campgrounds
5409 FM 2966 • Yantis, TX 75497  
Albert and Deborah Jordan—owners

Come Fish Beautiful Lake Fork!! Book Your Trip Today 903-383-7773

GROUP FISH FRYS AVAILABLE  
CRAPPIE & BRIM

(See 27th Annual Sealy.....Continued on Page 15-A)
Late Summer Crappie & Bream

Now's the time to start making your fall fishing plans. You won't want to miss it! Hope to see you on the water!

Dean Stroman Guide Service
or e-mail: dstroman@peoplescom.net

“I guarantee every effort will be made for www.RidewithaLegend.com

Legend

gets these depths. Right once you pinpoint much I depend on it!

Lowrance HDS-12. I had to fish without my able tool for a success away from the cover. Always check the day they tend to get “HOT”!

That’s when the fish in September also. Our first cold front can stand this heat just a little longer. It won’t happen out on some great fishing!

By Terri Moon

boat: Boats may have up to 3 paid entrants aboard. Non-contestants are not allowed in any competitor’s boat.

13. Trailering is allowed: Trailering is allowed throughout the competition days. Anglers may launch and leave from any available location on Lake Fork.

14. Scoring: Only Large-mouth, Spotted, or Small-mouth Bass are accepted species. One bass only is allowed to be weighed in during any Tournament hour per contestant. Bass entered in the Big Bass of the Hour contest do not carry forward from hour to hour. Your biggest bass is registered into the final overall standings. No contestant may possess more than 3 bass at any time during the tournament. Any contestant who possesses more than the tournament limit at any time will have their catch for that day disqualified. Switching or sharing fish with other contestants is a violation of these rules and will result in immediate disqualification.

Any artificially weighed, preserved, or altered bass will be disqualified and that contestant will be subject to prosecution under federal laws.

15. Live Fish: Only live bass will be weighed-in during the event. Every effort must be made to keep bass alive through the use of a properly aerated live well. The use of chemical live well additives made by Sure-Life which promote the healthy return of bass to their natural habitat are recommended. No dead bass will be weighed.

16. Slot lake limits: Lake Fork is a slot lake. No bass over 16 inches or under 24 inches in length may be presented to the scales. Bass will be measured with mouth closed, tail compressed and swiped to achieve overall greatest length. The Pro-Rule is the official measuring board of Bass Champs. Any contestant who receives a citation from TPWD for presenting a “slot” fish to the scales will be disqualified from violation point forward each tournament day.

17. Ties: A tie for the overall biggest bass over or under the slot will be determined by the contestant’s second largest bass weighed-in during tournament hours. In the event that a winner may not be determined by the above stated method, the winner will be determined by which angler weighed-in the winning fish first. All other ties will be resolved by splitting equally all money involved in the tie.

Fish Friendly

21'4" Length • 96" Beam • One of the Largest Fishing Platforms • Plenty of Storage • Famous Charger Ride Combined with Performance & Fish Ability • Come Test Ride One Today!! "Over 30 Years of Building Some of the Most Durable Boats on the Water!"

Excel Center Console Boats & Duck Boats

Large Accessory Showroom Servicing Most Major Outboard Motors Boat & Trailer Assembly Bass & Pontoon BOAT RENTALS Daily & Weekly Rates Available Visit Us On Line: www.lakeforkjandjmarine.com email: jandjmarine1984@yahoo.com

J & J MARINE
Oldest Dealer on Lake Fork Family Owned & Operated Since 1984 1 Mile West of Lake Fork on 515 9747 W. FM 515 • Alba, TX 75410 903-473-3497

Charger 797
“Pack of Knowledge” Fall Cranking

By Tom Redington

Fall is like Christmas for the crankbait fisherman. Tons of bass hit the shallows chasing shad as they feed up before winter. Moreover, a steady stream of cold fronts, with their accompanying clouds, wind, and rain keep bass active in the shallows all day long. After slowly dragging a worm around all summer, fall is the time for covering water with a crankbait.

More than any other time of the year, bass are on the move in the fall in pursuit of shad. Depending on the day, you can find shad in the very backs of creeks, along creek channels, around points, or on grass and wood flats on the main lake or in the creeks. If that sounds like a lot of places to check, it is. Shallow and medium running crankbaits allow you to cover a lot of water at high speed. Once I start seeing a lot of shad in the area, I’ll slow down a bit and start working more thoroughly because the bass are likely nearby. Once you catch a few fish, you can establish a pattern. For example, if you fish a couple of creeks and don’t see many shad or catch anything until you get to the very back, that tells you to start running the backs of creeks while skipping the front 3/4.

You’ll also need to experiment with the right crankbait to best catch the fish. Water depth, type of the cover, and water temp all play a role. In general, I like to keep my lure at or above the level of the shad. The deeper the shad, the deeper running crankbait I’ll use. In addition, I want my crankbait to make intermittent contact with the grass, rock or wood cover, but not continuously snagging in it. For example, shallow square bill crankbaits like the Lucky Craft LC 1.5 and the new Lake Fork Trophy Lures 1.5 Finesse run about 2’ to 3’ deep on a normal retrieve on 14 lb test. Switch to 10 lb test and/or point your rod tip straight down and you’ll get closer to about 4’ deep on your retrieve. Conversely, you can rig either bait on 20 lb test and hold your rod tip high to still get good action from these baits while keeping them only a foot or two under the surface. In grassy lakes, controlling your depth is critical to catching fish, so fine tune your setup to keep your baits just ticking the tops of the grass. Medium running cranks work well when bass relate to deep weed edges or get on the edge of creek channels. In this case, I’m looking to get into the 5’ to 10’ zone and the medium running LC 1.5 DD and LC 2.5 DD are my go to baits. Finally, lipless crankbaits are the most versatile fall cranks because you can count these lures down to any depth that you need. If the conditions turn sunny and calm and bass stop eating, pull out smaller lipless cranks like a LV RTO 50 and you should still be able to get those finicky fish to bite.

As it cools in the fall, wide wobbling round crankbaits normally become less effective. When the water temps start plunging into the 50s, I’ll switch to more flat sided baits with more wiggle than wobble and keep on catching them. The Lucky Craft SKT series is what I rely on most of the time, along with classic balsa shad baits or

(See Pack of Knowledge...Continued on Page 22-A)
We had three over 10 pounds that day along with one over nine pounds and another good one. It was awesome and a day I will never forget. We had several other nice fish that day to go along with a 14kt Yellow Gold Bass, 14kt Yellow Gold Reel, 14kt Yellow Gold Fishing Rod, and 14kt Yellow Gold Water Ski Pendant. At $399, our store-wide savings on every item in the store will scare you! Don't be tricked into paying higher prices. Our Quality and Savings is a real treat!

Our Store-Wide Savings On Every Item In The Store Will Scare You!!! Don't Be Tricked Into Paying Higher Prices... Our Quality and Savings Is A Real Treat!!!

"Boo Ready For All The Holidays!!!"

We Pay Cash For Scrap Gold & Silver

North Texas Gold and Silver Exchange
Located in Diamonds-N-Designs
"Professional Jewelry and Watch Repair!"
1402 Mockingbird Lane, Ste. 7 • Sulphur Springs, Texas

903-885-1118

Shop On Line: www.diamonds-n-designs.com

Financing Available With Approved Credit!
October Bassin on the Fork (Continued from Page 6-A)

from above. We are so thankful to God for allowing us to enjoy it. If you would like to book a guided trip here on Lake Fork, give me a ring at 903-569-7451 or drop me a line at jtnanner811@gmail.com. Or check us out on the world wide web at www.lakeforkbassguide.com or www.tanneroutdoors.com. If you are in the market for a bass boat and want to save some major bucks, I have a 2013 Ranger Z521 for sale. This boat has a lot of extras and I will let it go at a huge discount. The boat is very nice and is garage kept. Call 903-569-7451 for more info. Please pray for our country as well as our service men and women as they protect our freedom. Read John 3:16. John Tanner is a professional resident fishing guide on Lake Fork. He has been fishing Lake Fork since 1982. John is professionally sponsored by Ranger Boats, Ranger Trail Trailers, Mercury, International Precious Metals, Minn Kota Trolling Motors, Lowrance Electronics, Navionics, Berkley, ABU Garcia, All Star Rods, Tru Tungsten, Hamby's Beach Bumpers, Mustad Hooks, Talon Lures, BTS Line and Lure, Diamond Sports Marine and Oakley Sunglasses.

Practice C.P.R.

Fishing Fork Since 1982
JOHN TANNER’S LAKE FORK GUIDE SERVICE
www.lakeforkbassguide.com
1-903-569-7451
E-mail:
tanner@lakeforkbassguide.com


Jesse Torres from Waco, TX., caught this nice hawg while fishing Lake Fork with guide John Tanner.
Receive news you can use by calling (903) 681-0550 or page 1 (888) 784-0600 and leave a number, including area code.

October 1 and April 30, 

Now At Our New Location: 714 S. Main, Quitman, Texas 75783

Rapid Jack System
Repair Done On All Makes & Models Of Props

6" Rapid Jack

Steve's Custom Props
Custom Prop Work • Repairs To All Props •
Mercury * Power Tech * Turbo

Website: www.stevescustomprops.com
903-763-0200

Rap dum and Rapid Jack Magnum, E-Z Lift, extension jack plates,

Hydro Dynamics manufactures outboard jack plates including:
static jack plates, setback jack plates, as well as, accessories.

Prop Hardware •  • New & Used Props

A World of Excellence! - Quality Y ou Can Trust!

Sales and Service
Commercial or Individual Sales
903-763-0200

* ET Cut Choppers

New Owners: Steve & Donna Glenn
Quitman, Texas 75783

Email: donna@stevescustomprops.com

Hours:
Monday 8 am to 4 pm
Tuesday thru Friday
8 am to 5 pm
Saturday
8 am to Noon

Closed Sunday

Marinas and bait shops can supply the recommended chemicals. Wet your hands before handling the fish. Lift the fish from the water vertically by clamping your thumb on the bottom lip. To raise the fish into a horizontal position, support the fish's weight by placing your off-hand under the fish just behind the anal fin. This method should also be used if the fish is not sedated. Don't roll back the lip in an effort to paralyze the fish. This can damage the lower jaw and hinder or prevent the fish from feeding after being released. The fish should not be out of the water longer than 30 seconds.

AQUATICS * STATE OF THE ART EQUIPMENT

TREATMENTS FOR:
* Back & Neck Pain
* Joint Pain Or Injury
* Geriatric Aliments
* Chronic Headaches
* Pre/Post Op Rehab
* Sports Injuries
* Workers’ Comp. Injuries
* Dizziness/Vertigo

Lake Fork Physical Therapy
903-474-9436
903 E. Lennon St. #101
Emory, Texas

Located on Beautiful Lake Fork’s Little Mustang Bay on Hwy. 17 ~ 5 miles north of Alba, Texas

Beautifful 10 Unit Motel * Ample Lighted Boat Parking * Comfortably Decorated in Rustic Cedar
* 2 Full-Sized Beds * Cable TV * WIFI
* Refrigerator * Coffee Maker
* Individual Heating & Air Conditioning
* Electronic Security Gate
RV’s Daily/Weekly/Monthly/Annually
Annual Boat Launch * Annual Dry Boat Storage
Store * Tackle * Bait * Gas

507 County Road 1550 * Alba, TX., 75410
Call: (903) 765-2548 Fax: (903)765-3089
Email: mustang@texascellnet.com
Visit on the web: www.mustangresort.com

Paul Bacon
Licensed
Master Physical Therapist

Toyota ShareLunker (Continued from Page 10-A)

Wildlife Department at the numbers below as soon as possible with your name, where the fish is located, a telephone number where you can be reached and when and where you caught the fish. Be sure to include your area code when leaving a message on the pager. Every attempt will be made to collect the fish within 12 hours, sooner if possible.

To request pickup of a ShareLunker (large-mouth bass 13 pounds or over, legally caught in Texas waters between October 1 and April 30), call (903) 681-0550 or page 1 (888) 784-0600 and leave a number, including area code.

Famous Authors Word Find
See how many of the world’s most famous authors you can find and circle throughout the puzzle below.

AUSTEN    LEWIS  MILNE    ROWLING
ALCOTT    MUYR    SENDAK
BRONTE    ROWLING    SHAKESPEARE
COOPER    SWIFT
ELLISON    TOLKEN
PAULKNER    TWAIN
HEMINGWAY
HOMER

H I N T S:
M I L N E E N A R T H
N L H F L R D O O R E
E H O L E B E W L O M
X W S W I F T I L K N I
L I D O S S H N I T N
Y S H I O M E R N E E G
T W A I N E D W G N E W
S H A K E S P E A R E A
A N A L C O T T A I F Y
T T D W C O O P E R E E
A U S T E N S E N D A K
E F A U L K N E R O P T

Just The Right Answers
Sponsored By:
Bassin’ With Bubba Guide Services
903-360-6994   www.bassinwithbubba.com
tight wiggling crawfish baits. With bass keying on shad, try the Chartreuse Shad color in stained water, while clearer or chrome schemes like American Shad and Ghost Chartreuse Shad work better in clear water. When fishing deeper, the traditional crawfish colors work well too.

Until the water gets into the 50s, I like to fish my crankbaits fast, with an erratic stop-and-go retrieve. Better yet, make your crankbait collide and deflect off of as many stumps, rocks, and/or dock posts as you can during each retrieve. When fishing grass, rip your bait free of the weeds with a sharp snap of your rod just as the lure starts to foul and you’ll generate a lot of strikes.

I like to fish my shallow and medium cranks on fiberglass rods with monofilament line. I use the Dobyns Champion 704CB Glass and 705CB Glass rod models, with the 7’ medium 704 working for the lighter cranks and the medium heavy power 705 for the bigger baits. While a graphite butt section keeps these rods lighter and more sensitive than normal cranking sticks, the full fiberglass upper of the rod allows bass to take hooks deeply and then keeps them on during the fight. Fluorocarbon gives better feel of the bait but feel isn’t a major concern with cranks and I can cast lures so much farther with easy handling mono, especially the small light baits. 8 to 14 lb test lets baits get deep and also gives lures more action (especially smaller baits like the SKT Minis), while 17 and 20 lb test keep cranks up over the grass and pulls big fish out of the wood without sacrificing action on wide wobbling baits like the 1.5 and 2.5 size cranks.

“Seasons greetings” to all of you crankbait fans because fall truly is “the most wonderful time of the year” for shallow cranking. If I can be of assistance, drop me a line at tom@lakeforkguidetrips.com or check out my website www.LakeForkGuideTrips.com for more info.

Tom Redington is a FLW Tour pro, host of TV’s “Big Bass Battle” & a bass guide on Lake Fork. To make the most of your experience in the outdoors, he recommends the Boy Scouts of America, Lake Fork Trophy Lures, Dobyns Rods, Ranger Boats, Mercury Outboards, Diamond Sports Marine, Lucky Craft, Costa Sunglasses, Lowrance, & Power Pole.

Enjoy all your favorite weekend activities:
Fishing  Duck Hunting  Bird Watching
Shopping & Wine Tasting Nearby!

Located just five miles north of Emory off Hwy 19, North Shore Landing is situated on 20+ acres of property on the north side of Lake Fork. Enjoy the view of 1000 feet of water frontage featuring 20 RV sites, a guesthouse that sleeps 6, family cabins, boat ramp, stocked fishing pond, fishing pier and boat storage units.

www.diamondsportsmarine.com
stuff is becoming Bubba’s boat stuff. What is really aggravating her is that all of her
little things he puts in his boat like all the sun
Habit” that Bubbette is putting her foot down to
comfortable as possible and have all the conve
When Bubba is fishing though, he likes to be as
she knows Bubba will eventually get them done.
bette understands enough to put up with, because
he could be fishing. Most of the time he doesn’t
Dave Mercer, Bill Dance, and other fishing pro-
sleeping in the boathouse!
What really put Bubbette over the edge and to is
item was. This item was so smart it knew to keep
remember was not to tell Bubba how smart this
erages. She knew she was going to have friends
disappear!” Sometimes Bubba doesn’t know when
about leaving the empty box in the pantry and not
pantry to get a baggy for leftovers or for sandwich
Bubbette has even resorted to hiding the zip lock
containers, Bubba examines them closely to see if per
parties for her to go to in order to keep Bubba sup
For example, there are not enough Tupperware
the property and the 5 acres will have to be
hence of the property and the 5 acres will have to be
room is in separate outside. There is a small
shape. Two bedrooms, one bath, good-sized liv
property has its own sewage treatment plant. There is 2
slips, swimming pool, 50+ site RV park with full hoop ups. Property has its own sewage treatment plant. There is 2
acres deeded with lots of leaseback, plenty of parking and
room for expansion. Great area to hold tournaments, plus
it’s the first full service marina coming in from the Dallas
metroplex. Asking only $625,000
5 ACRES WITH SMALL HOME. Some beauti
acreage on this property. Home is older and
has original hardwood floors that are in good
shape. Two bedrooms, one bath, good-sized liv
area, kitchen and small eating area. Utility
room is in separate outside. There is a small
3-car carport. There is an easement road into
the property and the 5 acres will have to be
surveyed out of a larger tract. $42,000
LAKE FORK WATERFRONT built for entertaining
with an inside hot-tub, concrete patio, screened porch. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath log home is a perfect lake home
getaway. Set back in the woods, nicely landscaped, small pond in front, 2-car attached garage, concrete parking area. Private boat dock and neighborhood boat ramp. There is a loft with with inside circle stairway and an
outside entry. Reduced $249,900.
LAKE FORK WATERFRONT. 2128 sf living area with
grande counters, tile floors, open living/dining/kitchen .
Beautiful wood fireplace, high ceilings. Master bedroom large open-type shower & huge closet. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
detached 2-car garage with work area plus covered area for boat. Great view from deck. Lot is irrigated from lake.
Single boathouse, gazebo, storage building, concrete drive.
Perfect lake home. $270,000
GREAT OPPORTUNITY to own a Marina on Lake Fork.
This property has it all: 27-room recently refurbished mo-
tel, convenience store, cafe, tackle store, boat ramp, boat
slips, swimming pool, 50+ site RV park with full hoop ups. Property has its own sewage treatment plant. There is 2
acres deeded with lots of leaseback, plenty of parking and
room for expansion. Great area to hold tournaments, plus
it’s the first full service marina coming in from the Dallas
metroplex. Asking only $625,000
LAKE FORK WATERFRONT Quality Construction Throughout by Lee Knight. Home is eclectic with gorgeous spectrums of grays and whites. Kitchen looks to be from a design kitchen magazine. Unique lighter-color granite counters & kitchen
bar, top of line stainless appliances. Beautiful master bath with old-fashion foot
 tub, walk-in & sit-in masterfully designed, tiled shower. Open living/kitchen/ breakfast, formal dining. Hand-hewn wood floors, rock fireplace. View of lake from living, master bedroom, kitchen, breakfast area & media/office/2nd living
area. Oversized 2-car garage long enough for bass boat, cabinets, counters &
work station. Located on good, deep water, the 2-stall boathouse with lifts has fishing deck & granite cleaning station. $420,000.
WATERFRONT QUALITY CONSTRUCTION THROUGHOUT by Lee Knight. Home is eclectic with gorgeous spectrums of grays and whites. Kitchen looks to be from a design kitchen magazine. Unique lighter-color granite counters & kitchen
bar, top of line stainless appliances. Beautiful master bath with old-fashioned foot
bath, walk-in & sit-in masterfully designed, tiled shower. Open living/kitchen/
breakfast, formal dining. Hand-hewn wood floors, rock fireplace. View of lake from living, master bedroom, kitchen, breakfast area & media/office/2nd living
area. Oversized 2-car garage long enough for bass boat, cabinets, counters &
work station. Located on good, deep water, the 2-stall boathouse with lifts has fishing deck & granite cleaning station. $420,000.
GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD. Beautiful wood floors and uniquely
textured walls, formal dining & large living area with bookcase
library, wb fireplace, access to outside covered patio. Great kitchen, granite island & counters, tiled backsplash & floors, breakfast area
with half bath, large utility room 2-car garage. Downstairs master
bedroom, separate shower & tub, 4th bedroom/office. Upstairs is
media room, 2 bedrooms separated by full bath. Property sits on
2 lots with RV carport, two shops/storage. $249,000.
NEW HOME ON 5.1 ACRES. Barely lived in for 6 months. Beautiful custom
work, approximately 12 ft ceilings in living & dining. Formal dining area
has wood floors, living area has tile with stone fireplace. Open kitchen/ living area with breakfast bar and breakfast room. Kitchen has granite
counters, tile back splash, beautiful cabinetry, stainless appliances. Large master bedroom with laminate wood floors, tray ceiling. Master bath has
double lavatories, separate tub and shower, large walk-in closet. On op-
posite of home are 2 bedrooms with laminate floors, separated by bath.
2-car garage and sprinkler system. Sitting on 5.1 acres, there is room for
a small non-mule pond. Property is on a county-maintained road. A nice,
new place in the country. $224,000
Lake Fork Waterfront Acreage. Over 50 acres, 25.9 deeded and approximately 25 acres leaseback. This is really good waterfront property with lots of shoreline. Rare find on Lake Fork. Perfect for RV
park, private get-away, subdivision, development. Priced at $450,000.
Don Atchley from Grandville, Oklahoma left Lake Fork a very happy fisherman after winning the 27th Annual Sealy Outdoors Big Bass Splash with this hawg that weighed 10.61-lbs. Don took home with him a 2013 Legend Alpha 199 powered by Mercury, equipped with MinnKota, Lowrance, Navionics, Power-Pole, HydroWave, Healthy Battery and Tournament Saver Pro, a Dodge Ram Truck, and $7,000.

Kim Naquin, from Houma, Louisiana won 2nd Place with this hawg weighing 10.51-lbs. taking home with him a 2013 Triton 19XS, powered by Mercury, with MinnKota and Lowrance, a Dodge Ram Truck and $2000.

Daniel Sevilla from Anthony, New Mexico won 3rd Place with this hawg weighing 10.11-lbs. taking home with him a 2013 Legend Alpha 199 powered by Mercury, MinnKota, and Lowrance and $1,000.

(See full story on Page 5-A)

By Don Hampton

For you anglers that are not only big fans of fishing Lake Fork but also love doing it with Berkley and Sebile baits, here is the time you have been waiting for. The 8th Annual Berkley Big Bass Tournament on Lake Fork hosted by Bass Champs October 19th and 20th will be at Lake Fork Marina just off Highway 17N. Registration times will be Friday October 18th from 12 to 8 P.M. and on October 19th and 20th from 4:30 A.M. to 7 A.M. at tournament headquarters. Entry fee for one day is $120 or $170 for both days.

OFFICIAL 2013 BERKLEY BIG BASS TOURNAMENT RULES

The following rules are for the 2013 Berkley Big Bass Tournament on Lake Fork. October 19th & 20th, 2013. Special Rules:

• All contestants must use Berkley and/or Sebile baits EXCLUSIVELY during this event. Sebile hard baits are part of the program for 2013.

(See 8th Annual Berkley....Continued on Page 7-A)

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department will begin accepting entries into the Toyota ShareLunker program October 1, 2013. Anyone legally catching a 13-pound or bigger largemouth bass from Texas waters, public or private, between October 1 and April 30 may submit the fish to the Toyota ShareLunker program by calling program manager at (903) 681-0550 or paging him at (888) 784-0600 and leaving a phone number including area code. Fish will be picked up by TPWD personnel within 12 hours. Toyota became the program sponsor effective September 2009. The current season marks the 28th year of the program. To date 471 fish have been entered into the program. Those fish have come from 57 different public reservoirs and more than a dozen private lakes. ShareLunker entries are used in a selective breeding program at the Texas Freshwater Fisheries Center (TFFC) in Athens. Some of the

(See Toyota ShareLunker..Continued on Page 10-A)